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8SUMMARY
Simulations of coastal processes in Singapore’s waters have been carried out, in the past,
using two-dimensional or multi level models. A better understanding of these processes,
which is essential for a sustainable economic development in the coastal area, requires
more accurate analysis and modeling tools such as full three-dimensional models. The
purpose of this study was to develop a full three-dimensional model for Singapore’s
coastal waters, based of the latest developments of the art, and to apply it to simulation of
tidal motions and salinity distribution for two different length-scales.
First, a full three-dimensional large-scale model, covering Singapore and its surrounding,
have been developed to simulate tides and tidal currents. The model is derived from
COHERENS, a recently coupled hydrodynamic-ecological model for regional and shelf
seas originally developed for the North Sea. The governing equations are solved using a
conservative finite difference analysis, an Arakawa “C” grid system and a σ-coordinate
system in the vertical direction. A mode-splitting technique coupled with a predictor-
corrector algorithm is applied to save of computational time. The equations are discretised
in explicit, semi-implicit and implicit schemes. As far as parameterization of vertical
processes is concerned, a ε−k  model is selected. A recent form of stability function
derived in Luyten et al. (1996) insures the stability of the scheme. 
The numerical model is validated against a range of observed parameters such as tidal
elevations and applied for the simulation of tides and tidal currents. As a result, the
9accuracy of the model is proven and the numerical stability that had limited the
implementation of full 3D model is achieved.
Another full three-dimensional model, also derived from COHERENS, covering a local
domain in the southwest coast of Singapore is developed. The model was developed for
purpose of numerical modeling of tidally modulated dispersion of brine waste discharges
from a coastal desalination plant, and was inspired by the Desalination Plant Programme
of Singapore’s authorities. Due to the lack of data, a bathymetry recovery of the domain is
performed using interpolation techniques. Since the study focuses on the mixing processes
in the far field, a near field mixing approximation is achieved. The simulation is carried
out for sea and weather conditions favorable for this type of study (critical conditions):
absence of wind and no wave-current interaction. The open boundaries conditions are
generated, implementing harmonic constituents method. 
Eventually, the horizontal and vertical distribution profiles of the brine in dilution are
simulated. As expected, the dispersion of the brine mass is governed by the joint effects of
negative buoyancy and hydrodynamics the tidal currents. The dilution rate is very high
and the salinity level drops rapidly as one moves away from the source. Indeed, at distance
from the discharge, along the coast in particular, the salinity does not exceed 1 PSU above
the ambient seawater salinity. As a result, this numerical model demonstrates the
applicability of full three-dimensional model for this type of study, as well as the
feasibility of this desalination plant for Singapore, from an environmental point of view
and as the first approximation.
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NOMENCLATURE
aρ  air density
2bτ  bottom shear lateral component
1bτ  bottom shear longitudinal component
µc  constant: 0.09
kσ  constant: 1.0
εσ  constant: 1.22
DC  drag coefficient
1x  equivalent to x in Cartesian system
2x  equivalent to y in Cartesian system
3x  equivalent to z in Cartesian system
Φ′  fluctuating component for any variable Φ
xA  horizontal turbulent viscosity/diffusivity coefficient
yA  horizontal turbulent viscosity/diffusivity coefficient
0ρ  reference density
0S  reference salinity
0T  reference temperature
Sβ  salinity expansion coefficients
pc  specific heat of the seawater at constant pressure
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2sτ  surface stress lateral component
1sτ  surface stress longitudinal component
( )txi ,Φ  variable, function of space coordinate and time coordinate
zA  vertical turbulent viscosity/diffusivity coefficient
ijτ  viscous stress tensor
10V  wind vector at a reference height of 10m, lateral component
10U  wind vector at a reference height of 10m, longitudinal component
Tβ thermal expansion coefficients
(λ,Φ,z) spherical coordinates: λ, Φ represent respectively the latitude and the




g  acceleration of gravity
BOD biological oxygen demand
Ci checkpoint for output
1c  constant: 1.44
2c  constant: 1.92
ε  dissipation rate of kinetic energy
DO dissolved oxygen
H depth of the water column
h water depth of still water
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λ  heat conduction coefficient
Hυ  horizontal eddy coefficient
K1 tidal harmonic constituent
k  kinetic energy
φ  latitude
M1 tidal harmonic constituent
Φ  mean value for any variable Φ
υ  molecular viscosity coefficient
O1 tidal harmonic constituent
Oi checkpoint for output
p  pressure
P  production of turbulent energy by the mean velocity gradients
Ω  rotation frequency of the earth
S2 tidal harmonic constituent
S  salinity of the fluid
I  solar irradiance
T  temperature of the fluid
f  the Coriolis frequency
U node reference in x direction
un+1 adjusted current in x direction
up predicted current in x direction
V node reference in y direction
u  velocity component in x direction
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v  velocity component in y direction
w  velocity component in z direction
Tυ  vertical eddy coefficient
Vi checkpoint for output
vn+1 adjusted current in y direction
ρ  volumic mass of the fluid or water density
vp predicted current in y direction
W node reference in z direction
ζ  water elevation
x longitudinal coordinate in Cartesian system
y lateral coordinate in Cartesian system
z vertical coordinate in Cartesian system
η sea surface elevation
σ transformed vertical coordinate
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Chapter 1  – Introduction
1.1 Global concern and problematic
The coastal region comprises of only a narrow stretch of land and sea extending a few tens
of kilometers on either side of the shoreline. According to the Office of Naval Research
International Field Office (ONRIFO) in its Ocean Science and Engineering Newsletter
(Ali, B.H., 2000), the coastal area that occupies less than 10% of the surface and 1% of its
volume accounts for nearly a quarter of oceanic biological production. It is also said that,
60% of the human population and two-thirds of the mega-cities are located in the coastal
zone. Hence, the coastal zone represents the primary economic and social zone for human
activities. Concomitantly, an international concern about the undoubted and substantial
deterioration of the environmental quality of the coastal zone due to manmade and natural
events is growing. Countless examples of alarming pollution events exist in all coastal
regions in the world. It is gradually becoming understood that the design of remedial
actions must rest on a clearer understanding of the physical, geomorphological and
biological processes in the coastal zone. As a matter of fact, a sustainable, demographic
and economic development of the coastal regions of the world makes necessary an
interdisciplinary effort (UNESCO, CSI, 1999). The research in fields such as
hydrodynamic and biology in combination with computer models provide helpful tools to
study the behavior of coastal waters and ecosystems. These so-called numerical ocean
models represent essential means to increase our ability to understand and monitor coastal
marine systems, and to a limited extent, even predict their future state.
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1.2 Singapore context
Due to its geographic and economic context, coastal issues particularly concern Singapore,
a 690-km2 island, off the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula. The coastal waters of
Singapore comprise of the Johor Strait in the north and the Singapore Strait that stretches
from the Malacca Straits to the northwest, to the Java Sea to the south and the South China
Sea to the east. In past four decades, Singapore coast has experienced rapid and huge
transformations such as land reclamation and portal infrastructure construction. The
continuous economic development of the island has led and is leading to an inevitable and
increasing degradation of the coastal strips. 
In the past, studies to understand the coastal processes in Singapore such as erosion, tides
and tidal currents, and the phytoplankton dynamics have been carried out. 
Tham (1953) was one the first scientists who conducted extensive investigations on the
hydrodynamics and the marine ecosystem of Singapore waters. Later, some water quality
studies targeting temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, nutrients concentration and
planktological characteristics were published in such as Gin (2000). The physical
characteristics of Singapore’s coastal waters have been also studied in the past. In 1979, a
tides and tidal currents studies in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore were jointly carried
out by Indonesian, Malaysian, Singaporean and Japanese teams. Several numerical
hydrodynamic models also have been developed (Koh et al, 1997; Cheong et al., 1992;
Shankar et al., 1997; Zhang 2000). Although the complexity of the processes requires the
use of full three-dimensional numerical, so far, few have been applied to Singapore’s
coastal waters. The main reason was numerical limitations (Zhang, 1999). By employing
20
the latest developments of full three-dimensional models one can expect to overcome
these numerical limitations; and therefore, end up with a more accurate and efficient tool
to study coastal processes in Singapore’s coastal waters.
1.3 Effluent Discharge at Sea Outfall
Uncontrolled effluent discharge and unwell-designed sea outfalls can be the cause of
considerable adverse effects on human communities as well as all forms of life in the
marine system. The main objective of sea outfall is to discharge the effluent by
minimizing detrimental effects on the receiving water. Basically, the discharge should
occur at an adequate distance from the shore and should also take into account the local
hydrodynamic effects that assist the dispersal of the effluent. Thus, in order to correctly
conceive an outfall, hydrodynamic and dispersal studies should be carried out to predict
the environmental impact of the discharge. The three-dimensional model can represent a
good quality and cost-effective tool to assist the design of the sea outfall (Quetin et al.,
1986)
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1.4 Aim of study
This study aims to reach the following objectives:
1. Develop a full hydrodynamic three-dimensional Large-Scale Model for
Singapore’s coastal waters, based on COHERENS (Luyten et al.,
1999), a coupled hydrodynamical-ecological model for regional and
shelf seas.
2. Validate the numerical Large Scale Model and simulate tides and tidal
motions in Singapore’s waters. 
3. Develop a three-dimensional plume dispersion model for a local
domain on the west coast of Singapore (Local Model).
4. Apply the Local Model on the numerical modeling of tidally modulated
dispersion of brine waste discharges from a coastal desalination plant.   
5. Estimate under the most critical pollution conditions, the environmental
impact of such a discharge. 
In order to achieve this study, a numerical model, called COHERENS, has been modified,
validated against a wide range of observed physical parameters such as tidal elevations,
temperature, and salinity. The Large Scale Model is used to simulate tides and tidal
currents in Singapore’s coastal waters.
Besides the development and the validation of this model, the second objective of a large-
scale study consists of properly apprehending tidal phenomena those of which are large in
length scale.
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Similar to the Large Scale Model, the Local Model has been developed by modifying
COHERENS. The Local Model covers a domain beyond the area affected by the
discharge. The Local Model is lastly applied for the simulation of brine dispersion.
Because COHERENS (Luyten et al., 1999) is one of the most recent full three-
dimensional multi-purpose models (Moll, 2003), the application that has been developed
for this study is expected to simulate processes efficiently and to provide accurate results
for Singapore’s waters behavior.
1.5 Thesis Organization
Chapter 1 described the problems of coastal processes when applying numerical
modelling, such as, in effluent discharge, reviewed the studies carried out in Singapore’s
coastal waters and defined the objectives of this study; Chapter 2 reviews the recent
development in ocean and coastal modelling, and in plume dispersion modelling. Chapter
3 introduces the basic hydrodynamic equations, and the features of the numerical model.
The validation of the three-dimensional hydrodynamic model is presented in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 deals with the presentation and the results of the tidally modulated brine
dispersion numerical model. 
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Chapter 2  – Literature review
2.1 Introduction
In the past decades, coastal areas have been suffering from major environmental
degradations due to human economic activities. In order to design remedial actions, the
need for a better understanding of the hydrodynamic, bio-chemical processes has
catalyzed the development of more efficient accurate, and reliable tools of analysis and
modelling. For the assessment of coastal processes many numerical models are already in
place. They are divided into three classes: the one-dimensional models, the two-
dimensional models and the three-dimensional models. The one-dimensional models only
suitable for unidirectional flow, river flow for example, cannot be applied in coastal
waters simulation. Most models are two-dimensional (Tappin et al., 1997; Prandle et al,
1993, HydroQual®, Neuse Estuary Eutrophication Model®...etc). These models, also
called “depth- averaged models”, assume hydrostatic pressure distribution and weak
variation in vertical space like vertically well-mixed estuary (Cox, 2003). However, to
simulate a phenomenon such as pollutant transport around the discharge point or complex
physical, bio-chemical processes, the use of three-dimensional models are necessary.  This
chapter reviews the developments of numerical three-dimensional hydrodynamic models,
water quality models, as well as the modelling of plume dispersion. 
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2.2 Three-dimensional hydrodynamic models
The many improvements in the development of three-dimensional numerical models for
fields such as hydrodynamics and oceanography have helped us to accurately simulate,
understand and predict natural phenomena such as tidal motion, storm surge, etc.
Nevertheless, many phenomena can still be numerically reproduced in a very simple way.
In the following part, we briefly review the range of numerical methods (and associate
models) available nowadays to represent and parameterize some key phenomena in ocean
modeling, especially in coastal modeling (Griffies, 2000).
2.2.1 Theory-Hydrodynamic equations 
The movement of ocean currents as well as many other fluid flow phenomena such as air
in the atmosphere is governed by the Navier-Stokes Equations and the Continuity
Equation and the Energy Equation (these fundamental equations are presented further on).
The equations are the result of the fundamental principles of mass, momentum and energy
balances into an infinitesimal control volume. In the most general case, the variables to be
solved are the velocity components wvu ,, , the pressure p , the volumic mass of the fluid
ρ , the temperature of the fluid T and the salinity of the fluid S . These variables are all
functions of space coordinate and time coordinate: ( )txi ,Φ .
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2.2.1.1 Basic approximations
The general form of the continuity equation, the momentum (Navier Stokes equations)
and the energy equation are rarely used without being simplified with basic hypotheses.
For more details on the general form of the basic equations, the reader can also refer to
Versteeg and Malalasekera (1995). The following basic hypotheses are widely applied in
ocean modelling.
• Fluids studied in ocean modelling (water, air, pollutants) all can be treated as
incompressible. They are also considered as isotropic and Newtonian. An isotropic fluid is
one in which the relation between the viscous stress tensor components and the rate of
deformation of the fluid is the same in all directions. A Newtonian fluid is one in which
the viscous stress is linearly proportional to the rate of deformation. 
• The Coriolis force and the gravity force are taken into account whereas the centrifugal
forces can be neglected.
• The density variations can be neglected in all the terms of the equations except in the
gravity force where their effects are significant. Eventually, the state equation is written: 
( ) ( )[ ]000 1 SSTT ST −+−−= ββρρ (2.1)
where ρ  is the water density, 0ρ  the reference density, 0T  the reference temperature, 0S
the reference salinity and ST ββ ,  are thermal and salinity expansion coefficients. Thus, the
state equation is applied only in the buoyancy term; elsewhere the density is a constant 0ρ .
This is the Boussinesq approximation.
• The vertical hydrostatic equilibrium is assumed.
• Since fluids are incompressible, the internal energy is only temperature dependent.
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• The energy equation is simplified into one temperature equation and one salinity
equation.
2.2.1.2 General basic equations
 Using the above assumptions, the general basic equations are formulated as followed. 
Continuity equation
The Continuity Equation means that the mass of fluid entering a fixed control volume












u          (2.2)
Momentum equation
The law of the conservation of momentum states that the rate of change of momentum in
the control volume must equal the net momentum flux into the control volume plus any







































































where ijτ  is the viscous stress tensor, g the acceleration of gravity, φsin2Ω=f  is the
Coriolis frequency, Ω  the rotation frequency of the earth and φ  is the latitude.
These three non linear, partial differential momentum equations together comprise the
Navier-Stokes Equations.
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where υ  is the molecular viscosity coefficient.
Temperature and salinity equations
































































where I  is the solar irradiance, pc is the specific heat of the seawater at constant pressure
andλ is the heat conduction coefficient. Since the temperature differences are quite small,
pc is taken as a constant.
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2.2.2 Vertical discretisation
“As noted in various ocean modeling studies, the choice of the vertical coordinate system
is the single most important aspect of an ocean model’s design” (Griffies et al, 2000). In
terms of vertical discretisations, numerical ocean models are classified into three main
categories z-coordinate models, isopycnal models or σ-coordinate models.
2.2.2.1 z-coordinate models
The z-coordinate models rely on the simplest numerical discretisation approach by using a
straightforward discretisation with Cartesian coordinates (an example of a z-coordinate
ocean model currently used is Modular Ocean Model, Bryan, 1969). These models have
been used for decades and have provided some indisputable results, for instance in the
multi level and multi layer eutrophication models (Zhang et al., 2000; Oguz et al., 2001).
The main advantages of the z-model are the ability to represent easily and clearly some
phenomena such as the horizontal pressure gradient, the equation of state and the surface
mixed layer. Due to complex topography z-coordinate models seem to be disadvantageous
in resolving equally efficiently the Navier-Stokes equations in both shallow water and
deep areas of the domain (CSEP, 1996). This disadvantage is particularly detrimental to
an accurate modeling of coastal waters behaviors.
2.2.2.2 ρ-coordinate models
Another type of vertical discretisation is used in ρ-coordinate models whereby interfaces
between layers are equipotential surfaces of density, referenced to given pressure. As far
as coastal water modeling is concerned the main advantages of isopycnal models remain
the conservation of volume or the mass between the equipotentials and the good
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representation of the horizontal pressure gradient. Nevertheless, as surface and bottom
boundaries layers are not necessarily stratified, the representations of the surface mixed
layer and the bottom boundary layer constitute significant weaknesses. Numerous models
like MICOM (Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model, Bleck et al., 1992) use
isopycnal discretisation.
2.2.2.3 σ-coordinate models
The σ-coordinate models help to prevent some of the latter difficulties. In σ-coordinate
system the surface and the bottom are both transformed into surfaces and the water
column is subdivided into a constant number of vertical levels (Phillips, 1957). The
following coordinate transformations are commonly applied:
H
hz +=σ (2.9)
where z represents the vertical coordinate in the z-coordinate system, h the mean water
level and H the depth of the water column. H= η + h where η is the sea surface elevation.
Using the later transformation, σ varies between 0 at the bottom and 1 at the surface.  The
main advantage is that the layer thicknesses vary non-uniformly from one grid point to
another. Therefore, the sea bottom topography is smoothly represented and the simulation
of phenomena such as pollutant transport around the injection point or complex physical,
bio-chemical processes is better performed. One of the disadvantages, however, is the
representation of the surface mixed layer which is less accurate than the z-coordinate.
Many σ-coordinate models have been successfully implemented so far such as POM
(Princeton Ocean Model, Blumberg and Mellor, 1987) and COHERENS (Luyten P.J.,
Jones J.E., Proctor R., Tabor A., Tett P. and Wild-Allen K., 1999). 
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the three major types of vertical discretisation. Nevertheless, beside
these models, some hybrid coordinates models that can maintain a high resolution in the
vertical and/or bottom boundary layers have been recently proposed (e.g. J. Pietrzak et al.,
2002)
Figure 2.1 - Three main types of vertical coordinate representation in ocean modelling. The z-
coordinates models represents the surface mixed layer very well, whereas the bottoms layer is more
accurately represented by σ-coordinate models. isopycnal models seem to be suitable for phenomena
that take place in middle layers. Griffies et al. (2000)
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2.2.3 Horizontal coordinate and discretisation
Over the past decades a lot of emphasis has been put on vertical discretisation. The
horizontal discretisation, however, has not received the same level of scrutinity. Thus,
horizontal discretisations have remained quite crude, especially in the representation of the
coastline. A crude horizontal discretisation has several consequences such as
unsatisfactory simulation of straits (Griffies, 2000). 
2.2.3.1 Horizontal coordinate
As far as coastal modeling is concerned, modelers usually choose between three types of
coordinate systems: Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z), spherical coordinates (λ,Φ,z) where λ,
Φ represent respectively the latitude and the longitude and polar coordinates. Many
models have generalized the use of spherical coordinates over polar coordinates (e.g.
Coherens, MICOM/HYCOM, POM, POP, POSUM); therefore polar coordinate system
will not be mentioned. The vertical coordinate in each system can be subject to
transformation such as σ-coordinate or ρ-coordinate transformation (see section 2.2.3).
Practically, in the very large domain the effects of the earth’s curvature on geophysical
flows are significant; so modelers apply orthogonal curvilinear coordinates i.e. spherical
coordinates (e.g. Mellor, 1996, Bentsen et al. 1999). But in order to describe fluid motions
in a limited domain with distances of the order of 1000km a Cartesian coordinates system
is preferred (Shankar et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2000). Moreover, for the representation of
the coastline with serious complexity (many capes and bay), for which curvilinear models
fail, the step-like discretisation of a Cartesian grid is still accurate (Dupont, 2001). 
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2.2.3.2 Horizontal discretisation
The numerical solving of three-dimensional hydrodynamic equations is usually performed
by using methods such as uniform finite difference, finite element, finite volume and finite
analysis. Finite element models have been widely used by oceanographers, especially by
the tidal community to simulate phenomena such as tidal interactions or resonances
(Connor and Wang, 1974; Lynch and Gray, 1979; Walters and Cheng, 1979; Daniel and
Francisco, 1987). The finite difference method has been also extensively used especially
in three-dimensional models and in many works (such as Blumberg and Mellor, 1987; Cao
and Zhang, 1987; Deleersnijder, 1992; Beckers, 1992; Ruddick, 1995; Lin and Falconer,
1997; Schwab and Beletsky, 1998 and Pietrzak et al., 2002). The conservative finite
difference method, equivalent to a finite volume technique for the Cartesian mesh, has
also been successfully implemented in Luyten P.J. et al, 1999. Finally, the finite analysis
method also has been applied to solve some three-dimensional hydrodynamic problems
(Fang, 1994). 
The finite element method has the major characteristic of representing boundaries more
efficiently than the more conventional finite difference method and it offers variable
resolution capabilities. On the other hand, the finite element algorithms are very
complicated and require a much larger CPU memory space and time. For this reason, the
finite difference method is often preferred over the finite element method.
In finite difference models, the variables are usually staggered in space by using several
staggering techniques such as the conventional Arakawa C-grid (preferentially used for
regional studies, e.g. Bleck and Boudra, 1981; Blumderg and Mellor (POM), 1983), or the
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conventional Arakawa B-grid (preferentially used for global studies as in Bryan-Cox
derived models, e.g. Bryan (MOM), 1969; Cox (MOM), 1984), or the unconventional A-
grid (Dietrich et al., 1993). 
2.2.4 Boundaries conditions
2.2.4.1 Open boundary conditions
Open boundaries can be divided into three categories: simple conditions, radiation
conditions and relaxation schemes. One has to notice that mathematically, simple
conditions are just special cases of radiation conditions.
The simple condition is the one in which the variables values such as the tidal elevations
are specified along the open boundary (e.g. tidal elevation). It is also called the Dirichlet
type boundary condition. It unfortunately leads to some major problems. Computed values
in regions close to the open boundaries can conflict with the imposed open boundary
condition (Davies and Lawrence, 1994). 
The radiation condition is designed to not bottle up transient disturbances generated inside
the computational domain. In particular, this condition involves the relationship between
the depth averaged currents components and the water elevation (Davies and Lawrence,
1994). Some models apply a derived form of the radiation condition using the method of
characteristics that is based on the integration of the equations for incoming and outgoing
Reimann variables (Hedstrom, 1979; Rǿed and Cooper, 1987; Ruddick, 1995; Luyten P.J.,
1999). For more details see Luyten P.J. et al, 1999. This method is known as a more
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complete method to let the gravity wave out of the computational domain. It is the one
used by the present model.
An alternative method is the flow relaxation schemes in which the interior solution is
relaxed in the vicinity of the open boundary to an external “correct” solution (Davies,
1976; Davies, 1983). Especially, it appears to be a good tool for imposing the tidal inputs
and handling the conflict problems at open boundaries vicinity. However, the performance
of flow relaxation schemes is highly dependent on a good description of the external
solutions (Martinsen and Engedahl, 1987).  
2.2.4.2 Coastal boundaries conditions
Coastal boundaries conditions can be defined in a quite straightforward way. A condition
of zero mass, momentum, heat, salt and turbulence fluxes through the boundary and a free
slip condition can be satisfied at the coastline. Some models such as large-scale ocean
models (Luyten P.J. et al, 1999; Mellor and Blumberg, 1987) apply these conditions. On
the other hand, some models have the ability to simulate thanks to fine grids and specific
algorithm in the region near the coastline where the grid boxes can be dry and wet over the
tidal cycles (Ji et al., 2001; review in Flather and Hubbert, 1990).
2.2.5 Turbulence
One of the most complex problems in hydrodynamic modeling is an adequate
parameterization of the vertical exchange processes. It involves the selection of so-called
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turbulence schemes. Several formulations of turbulence scheme variably elaborated have
been proposed in the literature. Basically, one can find simple algebraic formulations (e.g.
constant, Richardson number dependent, flow-related eddy coefficients) or second order
closure schemes. Algebraic formulations are restrictively suitable for turbulent flow
governed by the natural body and have been used for the prediction of tides and tidal
currents (e.g. Proctor and Davies, 1996; Davies et al., 1997). Second order closure
schemes are derived from turbulence energy-models. The most widely used are the two-
equation models namely k-l model (Mellor and Yamada, 1982) and ε−k  model (Rodi,
1984; Launder and Spalding, 1974). The ε−k model has been successfully applied in
hydrodynamics problems (Blumberg and Mellor, 1983; Rodi, 1980). This turbulence
scheme has been applied in the present model and details about its introduction in the
basic equations are given in Section 3.2.3.
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2.3 Three-dimensional water quality models
In a nutshell, water quality models are just tools applied for various tasks such as
simulating the movement of pollutants to receiving waters, determining the impacts of a
particular discharge on ambient water quality, forecasting the behavior of an ecosystem
under particular non-human or human conditions. Therefore one has to keep in mind that
each water quality model has its own unique purpose and simulation characteristics (EPA,
2003). Here is the review of the different type of water quality models.  
2.3.1 Classifications of water quality model
Water quality models are usually classified according to their complexity which depends
on four factors: the level of spatial detail, the level of temporal detail, the number and type
of water quality indicators and the complexity of the water body simulated.
The spatial detail refers to a watershed representation. A small-scale model like the area
around a point source or a large-scale model (ocean model) requires simpler models than
the regional coastal and shelf domain for which more complex models are required. The
level of temporal detail of a long-term averaged static model differs much from a
temporally complex short-term dynamic model. Also point estimates of water quality
parameters (deterministic models) are definitely simpler than stochastic predictions of the
probability of distributions of those parameters. The complexity of the models and the
data requirements grows concordantly. Static, deterministic models need point estimates
only whereas a dynamic model requires time-series data on flows, temperatures and other
parameters.
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The complexity of water body varies from simple, to completely mixed systems (e.g.
small lakes) to complex systems such as stratified and non-stratified systems (e.g. large
lakes, estuaries, coastal zones). The choices are 1D, 2D or 3D models.
Last but not least, the number and the types of water quality indicators are an important
factor in the determining the complexity of models and broaden the range of water quality
models. As more indicators are included, the model becomes more complex. Some
parameters are more difficult to simulate than others. For instance, parameters such as
biological oxygen demand (BOD), dissolved oxygen (DO), temperature are simpler to
model. The simulation of basic nutrients like nitrogen (ammonium, nitrate, nitrite) and
phosphate requires moderately complex models. Toxic organic compounds and heavy
metals are difficult to model. (World Bank, 1998)
Table 2.1 (World bank, 1998) summarizes the criteria for classification mentioned above.
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Table 2.1- Criteria for classification of water quality model (World Bank, 1998)
 Finally, a comparison of some water quality models according to these factors and a
description of the models are proposed in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.2 - Examples of water quality models for management analysis (World Bank, 1998)
WQAM 
Set of methods or mathematical tools used for preliminary analysis of changes in water quality due to 
changes in loadings. Unlike the other examples, WQAM is not a computer model per se but a 
collection of simple methods and procedures.
QUAL2E 
Applicable to well mixed, dendritic streams. It simulates the major reactions of nutrient cycles, algal 
production, benthic and carbonaceous demand, atmospheric reaeration and their effects on the 
dissolved oxygen balance. Widely applied in the United States and elsewhere. Supported by EPA
WASP 6.1
Enhancement of the original Water Quality Analysis and Simulation Program, WASP (Di Toro et al.,
1983; Connolly and Winfield, 1984; Ambrose, R.B. et al., 1988). It is supplied with supplied with two
kinetic sub-models to simulate two of the major classes of water quality problems: conventional
pollution (involving dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand, nutrients and eutrophication) with
EUTRO and toxic pollution (involving organic chemicals, metals, and sediment) with TOXI. The
model has been applied extensively to water quality assessments in rivers, great Lakes and streams and
i f h f l d l d h S d b A
CE-QUAL-RIV1 
Administered and developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. It is a fully dynamic (flow and
water quality) one-dimensional model and is applied for highly unsteady stream flows, such as those
occurring during flood events. Consists of a module for water quantity linked to one for water quality.
Less widely applied than WQAM, QUAL2E, or WASP.
HYDROQUAL
Coupled a hydrodynamic model, ECOM, and a water quality model, RCA, through a sophisticated
interface. RCA is a generalized framework for modeling contaminant transport and fate in various
natural water bodies such lakes, rivers, streams and coastal area. RCA can be applied in a 1-D, 2-D or
3-D mode and is very flexible. RCA has been used in water quality investigations of pathogenic
organisms, biochemical oxygen demand and dissolved oxygen dynamics, nutrients and eutrophication,
wetland processes, including periphyton and emergent vegetation, and organic chemical and heavy
l i i
Table 2.3-– Description of selected models (World bank, 1998)
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2.3.2 Conceptual approach of coastal water quality applications
A water quality model dedicated to the environmental assessment of shelf-sea and the
coastal area, and integrating the various processes that affect the equilibrium of the
environment, are illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
Figure 2.2 – Conceptual model.
The model system consists of a three-dimensional hydrodynamic model linked to a biological model, a
sediment model and contaminant model. (James, 2001)
The physical model is fundamental because it “sets the stage” for the three others models.
The most popular physical models coupled with the biological, contaminant and sediment
models are POM (Princeton Ocean Model) or its modification forms such as Baretta et
al.(1994); Hydroqual (1995) or Chen et al.(1997).
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The sediment model determines the time evolution and transport of inorganic particulate
material.
The biological model aims to reproduce the marine biological system. Since its living part
consists of many discrete individuals belonging to a number of species and its nonliving
populations of particles of several sizes and a variety of dissolved substances, the model is
in principle much more elaborate than physical model. The biological systems are so
complex that there are fewer consensuses on the descriptions of the processes.
Particularly, there is no agreed biological analogue of the physical equations for salinity,
temperature and momentum. Thus, a large variety of models have been proposed for the
marine ecosystem with varying levels of details (e.g. Riley, 1946; Fasham et al., 1990;
Ambrose et al., 1993; Varela et al., 1995; Baretta-Bekker et al.,1995; Tett ,1998;
COHERENS, Luyten et al, 1999). More details about the different type of biological
models such as functional group models or individual-based models refer to James (2001). 
The contaminant model represents the transport and the evolution of pollutants in the
waterbody. In the model system, a pollutant usually refers to a substance injected in the
middle, through a well-defined or a diffuse source that reduces the water quality. The
pollutant can be either dissolved or attached to particles or partitioned between several
phases. In terms of reactivity, it can remain stable (like a passive tracer) or be chemically
and biologically reactive with the middle. There are mainly two different approaches to
describe the behavior of the pollutant: advection-dispersion scheme based on the eulerian
description and the particle-tracking routine derived from a Lagrangian technique. In the
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advection-dispersion scheme the fate of the pollutant is described with the water motion. It
is suitable for widely dispersed substances. However, an excessive diffusion compared to
the real processes can occur. 
According to the type of question that the water quality model addresses, the biological
model, the sediment model or contaminant model can be individually implemented or
combined. Subsequently, it derives different types of modelling: pollutant modelling for
the transport and the fate of contaminants (e.g. oil spill, heavy metals), eutrophication
modelling that usually stresses the fate and transport of chemical constituents (nutrients)
and biological (phytoplankton), and ecosystem modelling that focuses on the biological
part through more complex details marine systems including nutrient cycles, plankton
kinetics and higher trophic animals kinetics.
As mentioned above, there is less of a consensus on the basic equations describing the
water quality model -especially for the biological part- than the physical model which is
precisely powered by the Navier Stokes equations. However, it is reasonable to represent
the biological and contamination variables using scalar transport equations of advection-
diffusion type, similarly to the temperature and salinity equations in the physical model.
The general form of a scalar advection-diffusion equation is presented in appendix A.
2.3.3 Three-dimensional water quality model in tropical coastal waters
Some three-dimensional water quality models for tropical coastal waters can be found in
the literature. However, especially for Southeast Asian coastal waters, few three-
dimensional models have been developed. Zhang et al. (2000) developed a three-
dimensional multi-level eutrophication model for Singapore’s coastal water. The model
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validated against simulated the patterns of nutrients and dissolved oxygen and plankton
under different monsoon seasons. A full three-dimensional eutrophication modelling for
Singapore Straits was performed by Tklalich et al. (2002). It was based a coupling of the
hydrodynamic model, POM, and the eutrophication model, NEUTRO. 
2.3.4 Plumes dispersion and brine discharge modelling
A plume is defined as a turbulent shear flow driven by a source of buoyancy (Baines et al,
1996). In coastal areas, it refers to many current situations where either the natural or
manmade matters are discharged into the environment, e.g. river discharge into estuaries,
wastewater sea outfalls or contaminant spillage. 
2.3.4.1 Typical behavior of sea outfall discharge
Basically, the typical behavior of the brine discharge from a surface ocean outfall is as
follows. Firstly, the effluent is ejected from the outfall as a jet that becomes rapidly a
plume driven by buoyancy forces. Depending on the effluent density, the plume sinks or
rises towards the sea bottom along its slope or the sea surface, respectively. Once it
reaches the bottom or a level of neutral buoyancy, the plume starts to spread laterally and
forms the so-called wastefield. Spatially, the plume dispersion in the coastal area is
divided into two areas: the near field and the far field. The near field starts at the discharge
point and ends once the wastefield is established; there starts the far field. (Roberts, 1996).
Figure 2.3 and Figure2.4 illustrate the typical behavior of a wastewater discharge from a
surface ocean outfall (positively buoyant plume).
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Figure 2.3 – Typical behavior of wastewater discharged from ocean outfall (Roberts, 1996).
Figure 2.4 – Typical structure of a plume from wastewater discharged from ocean outfall
(adapted from Roberts, 1996)
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2.3.4.2 Review of studies
The study of plumes has been recognized as a basis to support applications such as the
outfall design and to improve the coastal zone management. Two physical processes
responsible for the mixing with the coastal waters govern plumes: advection and
dispersion. The understanding of these processes has been significantly improved during
the last decades. From studies using simplified assumption for the dispersive process
(Fick’s laws) such as Fischer et al. (1979) or Csanady (1973), the research has moved to
more elaborated dispersion laws (“4\3-law” or “1-law”). For more details see Stacey et al.
(1999). Beside the analytical plume dispersion models, numerical models (finite-
difference model) have emerged as an alternative to describe the phenomena. Three-
dimensional models, definitely more suitable than two-dimensional or one-dimensional in
coastal areas, have been mostly employed to study river plumes in the absence of tides
such as Chao and Boicourt (1986), Chao (1988), Kourafalou et al. (1996) in the absence of
tides and by Ruddick et al. (1995). Ruddick et al. (1995) has performed the simulation of
tidally modulated river plumes. 
The discharge of brine from the desalination plant into the sea refers to a particular type of
plumes where the receiving fluid is lighter than discharged fluid. The so-called negatively
buoyant plumes have been studied in Turner (1966) and Baines et al. (1990), precisely the
modelling of brine dispersion from the desalination plant into coastal waters has been
approached some in works such as Talavera et al. (2001), Mabrook et al. (1994), Doneker
et al. (2001) and Purnama et al. (2003). It remains that three-dimensional models have
been rarely employed to tackle this issue. Moreover, most of the studies have been
focused on the dispersion of the plume in the near field region (10m to 100m around the
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discharge). Although the mixing processes in the near field are more important, a
complete management of the waste brine should follow the fate of the discharge in the
large time and length scale: the far field region (Roberts, 1996). 
In terms of classification, plumes modelling belongs to any of those types of modelling
mentioned in Section 2.4.2. It depends on the substances carried by the discharge.
2.4 Summary of research gaps addressed by the study
The literature review has permitted to bring out two main gaps coastal engineering
research in Singapore that will be approached by the present study:
1. Tidal simulations in Singapore’s coastal water, with a full three-dimensional
hydrodynamic model: based on the latest developments of the art, one can expect
to overcome numerical limitations and to study coastal processes in Singapore’s
waters even more accurately and efficiently.  
2. Three-dimensional modeling of tidally modulated dispersion of brine waste
discharges from a coastal desalination plant in Singapore’s coastal waters: the
question of the mixing of negatively buoyant plume in the far field has been rarely
addressed, but has remained interesting due to the physical properties of such
plume and the environmental consciousness for the harm of highly salted waters.
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Chapter 3  - Three-dimensional hydrodynamic model
3.1 Outline
In ocean modeling, the vertical exchange of physical quantities, biological substances and
contaminant concentrations are strongly controlled by turbulent processes. The numerical
model needs to solve a set a governing equations that take into account the turbulence.
Theses equations are the so-called Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations (RNS).
COHERENS offers the best choice of turbulence schemes in order those equations.
Chapter 3 aims to introduce RNS equations and also the model of turbulence selected for
this study. The numerical methodology of model will be presented as well.
3.2 Governing equations
3.2.1 Turbulent flow: Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes Equations
In coastal modelling, most of the flows are turbulent. The fluid motion is highly random,
unsteady and three-dimensional: it consists of many eddies with different lengths and time
scales. The fluctuating turbulent motions significantly contribute to the transport of
momentum, heat and mass and thus have an important influence on the velocity field.
The Navier-Stokes equations describe exactly the turbulent motion. However, to date, no
solution procedures have been able to solve directly these equations (RNS). In fact, the
turbulent motion contains elements that are much smaller than the extent of the flow
domain and small time scales. In addition, computation requires turbulent inflow and
outflow boundary conditions that are difficult to provide. Therefore turbulent flow must
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be approximated. In the Reynolds-averaged procedure, the Navier-Stokes equations are
averaged over a time period larger than the largest characteristic period of the turbulent
flow motion. A physical variable (Φ ) is decomposed into mean (Φ ) and fluctuating
components (Φ′ ).
Thus, considering the momentum equations with uuu ′+= , vvv ′+= , www ′+= and
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The last three terms of the horizontal momentum equations are called the Reynolds
























The resulting equations describe the mean flow field and introduce an additional
unknown: the Reynolds stress. Indeed, this term describes the influence of the turbulent
field on the mean flow.
3.2.2 Eddy viscosity concept
It is virtually impossible to solve directly and exactly Reynolds stress. A so-called
“turbulence closure scheme” needs to be introduced. A wide range of approaches has been
proposed; a good review of the state of the art is available in Rodi W. (1980). The
simplest, cheapest and most popular schemes rely on the eddy viscosity concept. This
concept has been first introduced by Boussinesq in 1877 and is based on an analogy of
molecular exchange of momentum and molecular viscosity. The Reynolds stress, from the
fluctuating motions ( wvu ′′′ ,, ), is related to the mean motion ( wvu ,, ) through a linear









































































∂ , they can be neglected.
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The Reynolds stresses are mathematically analogous to the molecular terms. However, in
turbulent flows (e.g. ocean modelling) the Reynolds stress is much larger than viscous
stress and the latter can be neglected.
The terms ( zyx AAA ,, ) are called the turbulent viscosity/diffusivity coefficients or eddy
viscosities. They are unknown and depend on the flow, whereas the molecular viscosity is
a property of the particular fluid. Usually, yx AA ,  are assumed to be equal to Hυ ,
horizontal eddy coefficient. Similarly, zA  becomes Tυ  vertical eddy coefficient (Zhang et
al., 2000).
Eventually, using the conventional time averaging (i.e. the averaging notation Φ  is















































































































The remaining problem is to evaluate the eddy viscosity coefficients ( HT υυ , ).
Traditionally, the research has been much more interested in resolving the vertical
structure of a complex turbulent flow -i.e. determining Tυ - rather than horizontal eddies.
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Thus, in hydrodynamic models, the horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient usually is simply
parameterized. Some options widely applied are presented further. In fact, the large
variety of schemes using the viscosity concept is due to the differences of formulation of
the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient. The schemes are classified by the number of
transport equations introduced to determine Tυ . Today the best compromise between the
range of applicability and computational economy is still offered by the two-equation
models employing differential transport equations for the velocity and length scales of the
fluctuating motion (Martin, 1985; Ruddick et al., 1995; Lutyen et al., 1999). The closure
scheme called ε−k  model belongs to this category and turns out to be the most popular
scheme. This is why it has been selected for the present study and will be presented in
more details in the following paragraph.
3.2.3.1 Parameterization of vertical processes: ε−k  model
The ε−k  turbulence model (Rodi, 1980) relates Tυ to the kinetic energy, k , and the rate
of its dissipation ε , via
ευ µ
2kcT = (3.9)
The distribution of k and ε  is calculated from the following semi-empirical transport
equations, for these quantities
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The empirical constants give the standard values cited in the literature (see for instance,
Rodi, 1980): µc  = 0.09 (Equation 4), 1c = 1.44, 2c c2 = 1.92, kσ  = 1.0 and εσ =1.22.
3.2.3.2 Parameterization of horizontal diffusion
Two options are usually available for the horizontal eddy coefficients. Hυ can be taken
uniform in space and time. Alternatively, empirical formulation that depends on horizontal
variations in the flow field can be taken from the literature. In this study Smagorinsky’s
(1963) parameterization is chosen.
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,where Tλ  and Hλ  are the horizontal the vertical diffusion coefficient.
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3.3 Boundaries conditions
The present model employs a radiation condition at the open boundary and, a free slip,
zero fluxes condition at the coastal boundary.
At the bottom boundary a slip condition is applied for the horizontal current, which takes
the following form:











where ( 21, bb ττ ) are the bottom shear components.
Several formulations can be chosen such as a no-slip condition where ( 21, bb ττ ) =(0,0) or a
quadratic friction law where ( 21, bb ττ ) is a function of the bottom velocities or a linear
friction law where 21, bb ττ  is function of the linear friction coefficient.
At the sea surface, for tidal induced flow a zero surface stress boundary condition is used.
However, for the wind-induced current, the surface stress is imposed as function of the
wind component
( ) ( ) ( )10102/1210210210 ,,, VUVUCzvzu DassT +== ∂∂∂∂ ρττνρ (3.19)
where ( )21, ss ττ  is the surface stress, aρ  air density and ( )1010 ,VU  are the components of the




In this present work, a coupled hydrodynamic-ecological model for regional and shelf seas
called COHERENS is used to carry out the simulations. The numerical program has been
modified and applied to Singapore’s coastal waters to model its tidal motion.
To solve the governing equations of this three-dimensional hydrodynamic problem, the
COHERENS program uses a conservative finite difference analysis. The equations are
solved applying the mode-splitting technique, which consists in solving successively the
depth-integrated equations of momentum and continuity and the 3D-momentun and scalar
transport equations. A predictor-corrector algorithm insures that the values of the currents
obtained from 2D and 3D are identical. Equations are discretised in explicit, semi-implicit
and implicit schemes. In this the following paragraph, some of the most important features
of COHERENS are introduced.
3.4.2 Model grid and spatial discretisation
The model uses conservative finite difference (sort of volume finite difference). The
equations are discretised using a Cartesian Grid horizontally called Arakawa “C” grid
(Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976) and a σ-coordinate vertically.
Figure 3.1 indicates the locations of the state variables on the grid. The Figure contains a
3D cell and a 2D rectangle in the horizontal plane where the 3D quantities, 2D quantities
are respectively evaluated.
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Each 3D cell has six lateral faces corresponding to the West and East boundary faces
(perpendicular to the X-direction), South and North boundary faces  (perpendicular to the
Y-direction) and, the bottom and top faces (perpendicular to the Z-direction). Similarly,
the four sides of the 2D rectangle represent the western, eastern, southern and northern
sides. 
U nodes consist in the centers of Eastern and Western boundary faces (3D) or sides (2D).
At these nodes, 1x -component of 2D vectors such as depth integrated current U , bottom
stress, and 1x -component of 3D vectors (u-currents) are evaluated.
V nodes consist in the centers of Northern and Southern boundary faces (3D) or the sides
(2D). At these locations, 2x -component of the same 2D vectors (V ) and 3D vectors (v-
currents) are evaluated.
At the center of each cell grid, the model calculates: 2D scalars such as water elevation ζ ,
total water depth H…etc, and 3D scalars not related with turbulence like temperature T,
salinity S. The grid spacings are also evaluated there.
X-nodes are the points located at the centers of the sides formed by the intersection of the
West/East and bottom/top boundary faces of the grid cell. These points have the same
horizontal position as the U-nodes and the same vertical position as the W-nodes. The X-
nodes are only used in the program for the location of some of the advective and diffusion
fluxes.
Similarly, Y-nodes are the points located at the centers of the sides formed by the
intersection of the South/North and bottom/top boundary faces of the grid cell. These
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points have the same horizontal position as the V-nodes and the same vertical position as
the W-nodes. The Y-nodes are also only used in the program for the location of some of
the advective and diffusion fluxes.
Figure 3.1 – Location of state variables
Naturally the three indices (i, j, k) (or (i, j) for 2D variables) represent the grid respectively
in X-direction, Y-direction and Z-direction (σ-direction.), Luyten et al. (1999).
The main advantage of the σ-transformation (already discussed in section 2.2.2.3) is that
surface and bottom boundaries transformed into constant surfaces and each water column
has the same number of layers.
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3.4.3 Time discretisation
Back in the literature, several time-stepping techniques have been employed to solve the
model equations. A brief review of some of the most used techniques is preliminarily
given in this part.
The simplest time operator is the so-called explicit forward Euler scheme which consists
of integrating an equation given the previous time-step field. This technique is only first
order accurate and recommended for the integration of dissipative and friction terms that
do not require large precision.  A better explicit scheme is the so-called explicit leapfrog
scheme. It is a second order accurate scheme that must coupled with a stability condition
such as CFL (Courant-Friedrich-Levy) condition. The leapfrog scheme is suitable for
problems with nonlinear advection terms, but is unstable for dissipative terms. That is why
semi-implicit and implicit schemes were introduced. Basically, these two techniques use
the current time-step fields (the one which currently is evaluated) and need to be coupled
with the CFL condition. The main benefit turns out to be an extension of the domain of
stability especially in the fully-implicit scheme (also called back forward Euler scheme).
However, the simulation of some physical processes such as gravity wave, etc are slowed
down and lead to some damage of accuracy (Dupont, 2001). In addition, these schemes
require extremely large computational times, especially the fully implicit scheme. That is
why, in many three-dimensional hydrodynamic models explicit and semi-implicit schemes
are advocated for almost all computations (Blumberg and Mellor, 1983; Lin and Falconer,
1997, Zhang, 2000). 
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In a slightly different way, the present model makes an elaborated use of the schemes:
horizontal derivatives are evaluated explicitly; vertical advection is computed quasi-
implicitly and vertical diffusion fully implicitly. 
Also to solve the equations, COHERENS applies the so-called mode-splitting technique.
Basically, it is noticed that barotropic equations (called 2D external mode) are simpler to
solve than baroclinic or vertical structure equations (called 3D internal mode). The latter
require less computing time than the former. In order to save computational time, one
needs to apply a numerical tool (mode-splitting technique) that solves the two types of
equations separately and insures that the two calculations are consistent and synchronous
with each other. The 3D time step, for baroclinic equations, is a multiple of the 2D time
step, for barotropic equations, typically in the order of 10 –20.
3.4.4 User-defined resolution
An important feature of COHERENS is that the time step and the horizontal and vertical
resolution can be defined by the user in relation to the relevant time scale and the
horizontal and vertical length scales which are imposed mainly by the physical forcing
conditions. Therefore, some numerical uncertainties can be limited.
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3.4.5 Solution Procedure
The 3D momentum equations are solved as follows:
1. The baroclinic part of the horizontal pressure gradient is calculated.
2. Horizontal and advective and diffusion terms are evaluated.
3. An initial predictor estimates the currents up, vp is calculated from the equations of
the three-dimensional motion.
4. The 2D-depth integrated equations of continuity and momentum are solved for
,,Uζ V . This involves Mt (the 3D multiple of 2D time step) integration in time.
5. The 3D horizontal current up and vp are corrected giving un+1 and vn+1 by adjusting
up, vp to ensure that the integrated currents obtained from the 2D and 3D
momentum equations are identical
6. The transformed and physical vertical current is determined by integrating the
continuity equation.
7. Start a new loop
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Chapter 4  - Validation of Large-Scale Model
4.1 Outline
The model has been setup for a study area covering Singapore, South of Malaysia and
some Indonesian neighboring islands. The main characteristics of the domain are made up
of a complex bathymetry caused complex systems of islands and specific tidal conditions
due to an interfacial position between several seas. The computational domain, the model
settings and the boundaries conditions are to simulate this complex hydrodynamic stage,
and concomitantly to prevent the numerical instabilities. The results happen to be very
accurate and consistent with observed tidal phenomena. The deviations that have been
noticed interpret the insufficient quality of input data.
4.2 Model Set-Up
4.2.1 Study Area
4.2.1.1 Geographic and bathymetric conditions
From North to South, the study area comprises the southern part of the Johor state, the
Johor Strait, the main island of Singapore, the Singapore Strait, a network of islands and
the northern part of Batam Island. It covers an area of 110km by 72km, from 0°59’N to
1°45’N and from 103°18E’ to 104°20’E. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 shows the location of the
study area.
The Singapore Strait is clearly the main stage of the hydrodynamic phenomena in the
domain. The Singapore Strait is connected to the Malacca Strait on the western side, to the
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South China Sea on the eastern side and Java Sea on in the southern side. The Singapore
Strait is about 20km wide and 115km long.
The bathymetry of the area is very complex and ranges from about 1m to 115m. Figure
4.3 gives a view of the bathymetric situation of the study area. 
4.2.1.2 Tidal conditions
Basically, tides in the Singapore Straits result from the tidal waves that are generated in
the South China Sea (called the west-going wave) and in the Indian Ocean via the Malacca
Strait (called the east-going wave). The timing of wave propagation is as follows: the crest
of semi-diurnal west-going tide wave passes the Horsburgh Lighthouse 10.3 hours after
the upper transit of the moon on the standard position meridian position (112°30’E) and
reaches the Raffles Lighthouse 1.2 hours later. On the west side, the semi-diurnal east-
going tide wave generated in the Indian Ocean enters the Malacca Straits 5.1 hours after
the upper transit, reaches the Raffles Lighthouse 6.4 hours later and meets the west-going
wave. In fact, a wave interaction phenomenon takes place in the
Singapore Strait and has to be taken account numerically.
The characteristics of the tides vary significantly according to the location in the
Singapore Strait. The spring tide ranges from 2.8m at the eastern end of the strait to 1.5m
at the western end. The neap tide ranges respectively from 1.1m to 0.75m. Note the
springtide occurs two days after the new moon or full moon, and the neap tide occurs two
days after the first quarter or last quarter respectively. The characteristics of tidal currents
are almost identical within the Strait: the spatial range maximum velocity is 1.0 m/s in
open waters (e.g. station 6) and 2.5 m/s in constricted part of the Straits (e.g. station 5).
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Along a vertical profile, the velocity and the direction vary smoothly (less than 25% and
within about 15 in direction°). (Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, 1979).
Based on the above conditions, the validation of the three-dimensional hydrodynamic
model accuracy is improved on the simulation of tidal elevations.  
4.2.1.3 Climatologic conditions
Due to its geographical situation, the climate of Singapore and its surrounding is
characterized by uniform temperature and pressure, high humidity and abundant rainfall.
The climate can be divided into two main seasons, the Northeast Monsoon from
December to early March and the Southwest Monsoon season from June to September,
separated by two relatively short inter-monsoon periods, late March to May and October
to November (NEA, 2003). Northeast winds and Southeast/Southwest winds prevail
during the Northeast Monsoon and the Southwest Monsoon respectively. In first
approximation, the study will focus only on tide-induced currents.
4.2.2 Numerical computation
4.2.2.1 Computational domain
A study area is horizontally represented by a rectangular computational domain discretised
with a regular C-grid system. The grid spacing is 1km x 1km. The grid is vertically
irregular as the result of σ-coordinate transformation (see Section 2.2.3). In order to offset
the computational instabilities produced by some complex irregularities of the domain, an
interpolation program is used. It smoothens the topography at particular locations where
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the irregularities are too rough for the computation. Figure 4.4 illustrates the
computational domain. 
4.2.2.2 Boundary conditions 
At each side of the rectangular domain, the boundaries marked the interfaces between the
system and the environment. These interfaces can either be called “dry interfaces” when
the domain is limited by land or “wet interfaces” or “open sea boundaries” when the
domain is connected to a water body. The northern boundary of the domain represents the
southern part of Johor State and is thus a dry interface. The southern boundary encloses
two open sea boundaries. They, namely the southwest open sea boundary (34 km large)
and the southeast open sea boundary (8 km large), both represent the connection of the
Singapore Strait into the Java Sea. On the west side, a western open sea boundary, 24 km
large, links the domain to the Malacca Straits. On the east, an eastern open sea boundary,
20 km large, insures the continuity of the flow towards the East China Sea. 
The poor availability of tidal data is a major problem to set up correctly the open sea
boundaries conditions. There are basically two ways applied to acquire new data about
Southeast Asia: one is to refer to Admiralty Tidal Charts and Publications, another one is
to apply a digital product. The United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (UKHO) issues
plenty of tidal charts and publications for South East Asia such as the yearly Admiralty
Tide Tables (ATT, Volume 3, NP203). On the other hand, many software dedicated to
tidal predictions such as Easy Tide (UKHO), TotalTide 2002 (UKHO) or Tides&Currents
Pro 3.0 (Nobeltec) are available on the market. These devices use the so-called Full-
Harmonic method at a particular location where the harmonic constituents are known, and
a Non-Harmonic method at some other locations. For either way, the predictions are
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provided for limited number of locations such as specific ports, harbors and offshore
locations. Appendix B shortly introduces a tidal prediction model and the theory of a full
harmonic method.
To validate the present hydrodynamic Large Scale Model, a set of measured data is
applied. These measured data consist of tidal elevations that have been recorded at some
locations of the boundary. In order to set the boundary conditions at all locations, a prior
data interpolation has been performed.  
4.2.2.3 Model input parameters
The following tables summarize the parameter of model.
parameter value/feature
Number of grid points in X-direction 110
Number of grid points in Y-direction 72
Number of grid points in vertical 20
Number of open sea boundary points in X-direction 42
• Western open sea boundary 34
• Eastern open sea boundary 8
Number of open sea boundary in Y-direction 44
• Southwestern open sea boundary 24
• Southeastern open sea boundary 20
Number of vertical profiles at open boundary 1
Start date for simulation run (MMDDHHMM) 08140000
End date for simulation run  (MMDDHHMM) 08172330
Time step for external mode (seconds) 10
Time step for internal mode (seconds) 40
Reference latitude (degrees) 0
Reference longitude (degrees) 90
Reference density (kg/m3) 1025.0
Reference salinity (PSU) 30.0
Reference temperature (deg C) 29.0
Equation of state general form
Table 4.1- Model setup parameters for time, space and reference values 
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parameter feature/value
Advection scheme for momentum TVD scheme
Advection scheme for scalar quantities TVD scheme
Scheme for horizontal diffusion Smagorinsky’s parameterization (1963)
Turbulence scheme Turbulence closure – k-ε formulation
Number of transport equations 2
Form of the stability functions Richardson number
Limiting conditions Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion (CFL)
Advection and horizontal diffusion of
turbulence
Turbulent transport equations
Bottom stress formulation Quadratic friction law
Uniform bottom roughness length (m) 0.01
Formulation for the surface drag coefficient Smith and Banke formulation (1975)
Table 4.2 – Model setup parameters for advection diffusion, turbulence and boundaries conditions
4.2.3 Validation procedure
The measured data field, employed to impose a tidal forcing at the open sea boundaries,
starts from 0000hrs, 14/08/1978 and ends at 2330 hours, 17\08\1978. This period matches
with the end of a neap tide (first quarter, 11\08\1978) and the beginning a spring tide (full
moon, 18\08\1978), (M.A.A., 2003). Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show the measured data
field.
Subsequently, the model’s validation is conducted over the same time period as follows:
• First round of simulation: the purpose is to set a hydrodynamic stage in the internal
domain. At the end of simulation, the final physical conditions (temperature, salinity,
velocities and water elevations) are output.
• Second and third rounds of simulation: by initiating the model with the final physical
condition of the previous round, the system reaches a suitable hydrodynamic state for
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an accurate last simulation. Eventually, the tidal elevations and currents at some
particular location of the internal domain are generated.
• Validation: the data generated are compared with data measured at the same
locations.
Three internal points are selected in the domain for the validation. These points, namely
H1, H2, H3, correspond to the location of three actual tidal stations in the area: the Sultan
Shoal station, the Raffles Lighthouse station and Tanjong Stapa (see Figures 4.2 and 4.4).
To validate the model, the simulated data are compared to a set of tidal measurements
collected at the three stations during the same period (from 14/08/1978 0000hrs to
17\08\1978 2330 hours).
In addition, the validation procedure also consists of the analysis of circulation patterns for
the free surface, under flood condition and ebb condition, during the spring tide. The
analysis of the results determines the consistency with the patterns observed in the
literature.
According to the literature  (Norro, 2000; Luyten, 1999), the COHERENS program is well
calibrated, and has been applied to several cases. Consequently, a calibration of the model
seems pointless. Moreover, considering the shortage of measured data available for
Singapore’s coastal waters, the validation procedure of the model as described above is
considered satisfactory.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Results 
A comparison of the computed and observed water elevations at the three internal stations
is presented in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11. The figures show a very good agreement at all
stations. Although small deviations can be noted, the magnitude of the free surface
elevation is well simulated. These deviations are discussed below.
The simulated tide-induced current flooding and ebbing patterns are presented in the
Figure 12 and Figure 13. During the tide flood, the flow direction is westward in the
Singapore Straits whereas, it is eastward during the ebb phase. In terms of amplitudes, it is
observed that velocities are higher in the middle of the Singapore Strait, of the south
Singapore Main Island. The amplitudes and the directions of the velocity are similar and
consistent with the results that are reported in the literature (e.g. Admiralty Tidal Charts
and Zhang, 2000). 
4.3.2 Discussion 
The validation procedure proves that the model simulates accurately and consistently tides
and tidal currents. However, some discrepancies between results and expected responses
can be observed. One reason for both the deviation between simulated and measured tidal
elevations and computed velocities can be the representation of the complex network of
islands in Singapore Strait. Indeed, although the grid resolution is rather fine, the spacing
is still too coarse to represent properly the complexity of the area. Another possible reason
can be the approximation (interpolation) made for the boundary conditions. This limitation
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refers directly to the poor availability of tidal data. The use of more data should bring even
more accuracy to the model. Finally, the differences between computed and observed
velocities (in circulation patterns) can be explained by the fact that tidal currents
predictions are more sensitive than tide prediction to the quality of input data such as
currents data records and local bathymetric data. Hydrodynamics effects such as non-
linear processes and fractional and advective\inertial effects have also great influences on
tidal currents (Parker et al, 1999). 
Subsequently, the validation of the model proves also that the hydrodynamic Large Scale
Model is competitive. Compared to other models applied in the area such as two-
dimensional models (e.g. Shankar, 1997) or 3D multi-level hydrodynamic models (e.g.
Zhang, 2000) or POM (e.g. Tkalich, 2002), this full three-dimensional model provides the
most satisfying hydrodynamic results.  The numerical stability seems to be achieved and
no major uncertainties have been noticed. Therefore, the application of the model to the
simulation of pollution dispersion or ecosystems representation, for which the accuracy of
a full three-dimensional capability is essential, is promising.
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Figure 4.1 – Map of the region and location of study area (adapted from CIA, 2003)
Singapore Strait is connected to Malacca Strait in the West, to South China Sea in the East and Java
Sea in the South. Tides in Singapore Strait result from tidal wave generated in Indian Ocean and
South China Sea.
Figure 4.2 – Location of study area (internal rectangle),  (adapted from Indonesia, 2003)
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Figure 4.3 - Bathymetry of study area
Figure 4.4 – Computational domain and stations H1, H2, H3
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Figure 4.5 - East Boundary Condition – Tidal elevation measured data - from 14/08/1978 0000hrs to
17\08\1978 2330 hours




















Figure 4.6 - West Boundary Condition – Tidal elevation measured data - from 14/08/1978 0000hrs to
17\08\1978 2330 hours
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Figure 4.7 – South-East Boundary Condition – Tidal elevation measured data - from 14/08/1978
0000hrs to 17\08\1978 2330 hours




















Figure 4.8 – South-East Boundary Condition – Tidal elevation measured data - from 14/08/1978
0000hrs to 17\08\1978 2330 hours
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 Measured data (14 12:00-16 12:00, Aug.,1978)
 Numerical data
Figure 4.9 – Measured and computed tidal elevation at station H1 



















 Measured data (14 12:00-16 12:00, Aug.,1978)
 Numerical data
Figure 4.10 – Measured and computed tidal elevation at station H2
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 Measured data (14 12:00-16 12:00, Aug.,1978)
 Numerical data
Figure 4.11 – Measured and computed tidal elevation at station H2
    
Figure 4.12 – Circulation patterns for depth-averaged velocities under flood condition during spring
tide
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Figure 4.13 - Circulation patterns for depth-averaged velocities under ebb condition during spring
tide
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Chapter 5  – Local Model
5.1 Presentation of the case study
5.1.1 Introduction
Many countries such as Saudi Arabia, Malta, Oman and United Arab Emirates are facing
water shortages because of their poor fresh water resources. Similarly, with no major
sources of fresh water Singapore has been relying only on rainfall water collection in
reservoirs and on its neighbors to a limited extent. Given the limitless supply of seawater,
desalination appears to be a serious alternative source of potable water for these countries.
Singapore’s government has launched a Desalination Programme to increase the water
supply with about 137,000 cubic meters of desalinated water per day (30 mgd, million
gallons per day). Studies have been carried out and two desalination plants of 20 million
gallon and 10 million gallon are planned by the year 2005 (Lopez, 2003). The desalination
process of seawater releases great volumes of brine waste containing a high concentration
of salt to be managed. For a desalination plant, the most common and least expensive
brine disposal method remains ocean discharge (Purnama et al., 2003). Thus, the design
and the location of the sea outfall must be carefully chosen in order to minimize the
detrimental effects of the brine on the receiving waters. This is achieved by taking into
account aspects, such as, the environmental impacts, hydrodynamics of the coastal area,
and mixing processes (Talavera et al., 2001). The hydrodynamic processes such as the
combined actions of tides, tidal waves and oceanic turbulences significantly influence the
dispersion brine waste of a desalination plant. Due to complex bathymetry of Singapore’s
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coastal zone, an accurate study of the hydrodynamics in the area requires the use of three-
dimensional models. Eventually, with a good understanding of the mixing processes of the
discharge, the designer can end up with a powerful numerical tool to plan an optimum
outfall.
5.1.2 Objective of the study
In this study, a three-dimensional model is set up in order to model the dispersion of brine
waste discharges from a coastal desalination plant. The simulation aims to understand the
far field mixing and transport of brine waste discharge, from a hypothetical desalination
plant, and under the tidal conditions of Singapore’s coastal waters. The environmental
impact of such discharge in this coastal zone is also discussed. This study might provide a
first and simplified approach of the possible impact of the Desalination Plant planned by
Singapore’s authorities for 2005.
5.1.3 Condition of discharge
5.1.3.1 Geographical situation of desalination plant and discharges
For this study, the desalination plant is assumed to be at one of the possible locations for
the desalination plant for the Singapore’s Desalination Plant Project. The plant is located
on reclaimed land on the southwest coast of Singapore, in the Tuas Industrial Area (more
accurately at Tuas South Avenue 3 adjacent to the existing Tuas South Incineration Plant).
Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 present the locations of the plant and the outfall. The study also
aims to analyze the choice of discharge location. However, in first approximation, the
analysis of the discharge conditions such as bathymetry and hydrodynamics provides
some justifications throughout this chapter.
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Figure 5.1 – Location of study area and outfall on Large Scale map
Figure 5.2 – Location of study area and outfall on Singapore map (adapted from CIA, 2003)
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Figure 5.3 – Location of desalination plant and main outfall
5.1.3.2 Bathymetry of the discharge area
The bathymetry of the discharge is relatively complex with important variations of the
mean water depth: 8m at the location of the discharge, 10-12m at two limited areas located
at the north and south of the discharge, and about 2m near the shore line. The important
slope of the sea bottom in north and south directions from the outfall is clearly an
advantage for the breakup and the dilution of the brine mass.
5.1.3.3 Hydrodynamic conditions
In the far field region, the mixing process of the brine waste is dominated by the advection
resulting from ocean currents and the diffusion resulting from oceanic turbulence. The
characteristics of the tides and tidal currents have to be taken into consideration.  The
discharge area is located at a constricted part of the Straits (Singapore Straits and Johor
Strait) and the local topography is rather complex bathymetry. Consequently, the
hydrodynamic effects on the dispersion of brine are expected to be significant. 
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5.1.3.4 Characteristics of brine discharge
Singapore’s government plans a 30-million-gallons-per-day supply of desalinated water,
which is about 137,000 cubic meters per day. The brine discharge at the end of the process
depends on the desalination technology. Most of the recent desalination projects
worldwide, apply membrane technologies and in particular, the Reverse Osmosis (RO)
process (e.g. Trinidad and Tobago, 28.8 mgd; Carboneras, Spain, 32 mgd; Fujairah,
United Arab Emirat, 45 mgd, by 2003; Ashkelon, Israel, 72 mgd, by 2004, Tampa Bay,
Florida, 25 mgd). (Del Benel et al., 1994). Therefore, based on the assumption of a RO
process and a rate of recovery of about 50%, the desalination plant, considered in this
study, uptakes 274,000 m3/d of the seawater and releases a volume of 137,000 m3/d of
brine that needs to be disposed.
The salinity of the ambient seawater is taken uniformly as 30,000 mg/l TDS, according to
data collected at this area, and the density (1025kg/m3). The brine waste that is released by
the process has a salinity concentration twice higher than the seawater (60,000 mg/l TDS).
The brine temperature can be slightly higher than the seawater (1-2°), which can be, in
first approximation, neglected. 
5.1.3.5 Outfall design
In most cases, the sea outfalls consist of pipes terminating in multiport diffusers. The
outfall design, and especially the diffuser characteristics such as length and, diameter and
spacing of ports influence the mixing and the dilution of the effluent at close vicinity of
the discharge (called near field region), but plays no significant role in the far field region.
Therefore, this study does not take into account the details of the outfalls. It is only
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In order to completely reproduce the dispersion of the brine from the outfall, a study area
that extends further beyond the theoretical area affected by the discharge has been chosen.
The computational domain consists of a rectangle that covers an area of 3.3km by 3km,
centered on the sea outfall. The domain is horizontally discretised with a regular C-grid
system and 50m x 50m grid spacing. The grid is vertically irregular as the result of σ-
coordinate transformation.
5.2.2 Coherens-based Local Model
Similarly to the Large Scale Model, the Local Model derives from the COHERENS
program and applies the same features (i.e. same turbulence schemes, horizontal
discretisation). For detailed features refer to Chapter 3. 
5.2.3 Bathymetry recovery
For the set up of the model, no complete and detailed bathymetric data of the study area
was available. Consequently, based on existing data a bathymetry recovery procedure has
been performed. The source of data was the hard copy of the most precise available
bathymetric map including the discharge area. The map, jointly issued by Maritime Port
Authority of Singapore (MPA) and United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (UKHO),
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represents “Tuas View to Pulau Sakijang Bendera (S. John’s Island)” with a resolution
1:30 000. From this document, the procedure of recovery was as follows:
• First, the gridding of the study area has been performed manually on the hard copy
of the map.
• Then wherever bathymetric data were provided on the map, the coordinates and the
water depth have been manually collected and loaded in a visualization and
animation software called TECPLOT 9.0 ®.
• A mesh for the study area has been created by performing a complex form of
interpolation based on the Kriging Algorithm, and by smoothing the new set of data.
• Finally, the new mesh has been validated against the hard copy bathymetric map.
Kriging interpolation is a complex and better form of another interpolation technique
called Inverse-Distance Interpolation. Basically, the value of a variable (water depth) at a
data point in the destination zone (new mesh) is calculated as a function of the selected
source data points, by weighting it (variable value) by the inverse of the distance between
the source point data point and the destination data point raised to a certain power.
As a result the recovered bathymetry is quite accurate for the modelling hydrodynamic
phenomena. Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 illustrate the computational domain and the
bathymetry in 2D and 3D, respectively.
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Figure 5.4 – Recovered bathymetry for Local Model – 2D (x50m)
Figure 5.5 – Recovered bathymetry for Local Model – 3D (x50m)
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5.2.4 Near field approximations
As mentioned in Section 2.3.4.1, the modelling of plume dispersion in the coastal area is
divided into a near field region and a far field region. In the near field, also called initial
mixing area, the mixing and the dilution are mainly governed by the buoyancy and
momentum of the discharge, and are modeled from dimensional analysis, length
arguments and the mathematical model. Typically for brine discharge from a negatively
buoyant submerged outfall, firstly the jet plume rises, and then falls back towards the sea
bottom, while mixing. Once at the bottom, the plume starts to spread laterally and forms
the so-called wastefield. When the wastefield is established, the initial mixing is over, and
the far field mixing starts. The length scale of the initial mixing region is about 10-20
meters. Therefore, in order to study the far field mixing (length scale from 100 to 10000
meters) the near field mixing has to be approximated.
According to Roberts (1996), based on the experimental works of Turner (1966), Randall
(1981), Baines et al. (1990), Del Bene et al. (1994), the maximum rise height of the jet
depends on the Froude densimetric number and does not exceed a few meters (1- 5m).
Also, the wastefield thickness at the end of the near field region is approximately 75% of
this height.
As far as the salinity concentration is concerned, under the most critical conditions, the
initial mixing of the brine discharge from a desalination plant in the near field leads to a
limited dilution of 5.5ppt above the ambient seawater salinity.
Consequently, to model the dispersion under critical condition, the near field region
approximation consists in assuming a discharge from a diffused source of 50m wide
(maximum length of near field), 100m long (length of the diffuser), 2.4m thick and with a
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salinity of concentration 35.5ppt. Computationally, it is represented horizontally by 2x1
cells, and 3 vertical layers.
5.2.5 Boundary, meteorological and wave conditions
The domain has three open sea boundaries, namely the Western open sea boundary (3.3km
width), the Southern open sea boundary (2.4km) and the North open sea boundary
(2.5km). The open boundary conditions (tidal elevations) at the North open sea boundary
and at the Western open sea boundary are set up by using the full harmonic method. To
generate the value of tidal elevation at this boundary, the study considers the four most
significant harmonic constituents at the nearest known location that is provided by the
report “joint tidal and current studies in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore” (Indonesia,
Malaysia and Singapore, 1979). Annex 5 shows the table of tidal constituents for the
nearest known location. The four main constituents are M2, K1, O1 and S2.
The simulation has been carried out for sea and weather conditions favorable for this type
of study; these are at the absence of wind and no wave-current interaction (critical
conditions).
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5.2.6 Model input parameters
The following tables complete the description of the model parameters.
Parameter value/feature
Number of grid points in X-direction 60
Number of grid points in Y-direction 66
Number of grid points in vertical 10
Number of open sea boundary points in X direction 66
Number of open sea boundary in Y-direction 108
• Southern open sea boundary 48
• Northern open sea boundary 60
Number of vertical profiles at open boundary 1
Start date for simulation run (MMDDHHMM) 08140000
End date for simulation run  (MMDDHHMM) 08152330
Time step for external mode (seconds) 2
Time step for internal mode (seconds) 8
Reference latitude (degrees) 0
Reference longitude (degrees) 90
Reference density (kg/m3) 1025.0
Reference salinity (PSU) 30.0
Reference temperature (deg C) 29.0
Equation of state general form
Table 5.1 - Model setup parameters for time, space and reference values 
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Parameter feature/value
Advection scheme for momentum Lax-Wendroff scheme
Advection scheme for scalar quantities Lax-Wendroff scheme
Scheme for horizontal diffusion Smagorinsky’s parameterization (1963)
Turbulence scheme Turbulence closure – k-ε formulation
Number of transport equations 2
Form of the stability functions Richardson number
Limiting conditions Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion (CFL)
Advection and horizontal diffusion of
turbulence
Turbulent transport equations
Bottom stress formulation Quadratic friction law
Uniform bottom roughness length (m) 0.01
Formulation for the surface drag coefficient Smith and Banke formulation (1975)
Table 5.2 – Model setup parameters for advection diffusion, turbulence and boundaries conditions
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5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Monitoring and Analysis Plan
Once the dispersion model is set up, in order to achieve the objective of the study, the
dispersion of the plume has to be methodically evaluated by following a Monitoring and
Analysis Plan. The monitoring and analysis plan consists of the definition of the relevant
data to be output and the way the analysis of the data should be conducted.
The first step of the plan is the analysis of the hydrodynamic profile of the study area.
Therefore, the first simulations are dedicated to the monitoring of the tides and tidal
currents. Practically, tidal elevations and the circulation patterns are output. The
circulation patterns are computed for several phases of the tide. Tidal elevations are output
at three significant positions: southern part of the domain (V1), at the main discharge
point (V2) and at northern part of the domain. V1, V2 and V3 are represented in Figure 5.
Then as far as the study of brine dispersion is concerned, the monitoring and analysis plan
yield several important outputs: Time variations at various discreet locations, horizontal
distribution of the brine in dilution and vertical distribution profiles.
Time series of level of salinity at discreet locations, called checkpoints, are computed and
outputted during the tidal cycles. The main interests of time series and checkpoints
analysis are the understanding of time variations of dispersion processes, and also a
snapshot of the spatial variations of salinity levels. In Figure 5, the position of the
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checkpoints that have been monitored is indicated. They can be classified into three
categories.
• Checkpoints along the coastline: The sample points were chosen taking into
consideration the ecological values and human coastal activities (e.g. jetties, tourism).
(Checkpoints shown are coded as CX and represent values at sea bottom.)
• Checkpoints in open sea: Twelve checkpoints were selected, all in the seabed.
(Checkpoints shown are coded as OX and represent values at sea bottom)
• Checkpoints in the vicinities of the brine discharge: the monitoring was made in
front of the discharge outfalls with the purpose of determining the dilution of the brine:
right after the near field (50m) and a little further away from the source (100-200m). 
The focus on the spatial distribution is achieved by illustrating the horizontal distribution
profiles, on a long-term, for several layers such as sea bottom, mid-depth zone and
surface. In addition, a vertical profile of the salinity as function of the distance from the
discharge is also generated. It can provide useful information about the dispersion in the
vicinities of the discharge point.
Based on these sets of outputs, the analysis can be planned as follows: first description of
the hydrodynamic stage, then approach of the dispersion process in the vicinities of the
source, and finally study of long term horizontal distribution in the whole domain.
The model simulates 20 days of brine discharge. The results illustrate the last 5 days of
discharge once the system seems to have reached equilibrium.
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5.3.2 Hydrodynamic stage for the discharge
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the circulation patterns at two different phases of the tide cycle.
The domain appears to be characterized by a zone of strong and almost unidirectional
currents and several zones of recirculation.
Indeed, inside a channel that is about 500m away from the coastline, 500m large and
extending from North to South, the depth-averaged tidal currents keep flowing northward
or northeastward. The currents velocities reach a maximum value of 2.2m/s next to the
southern.
Next to the coast and further in the open sea, during the tide flood the flow direction is
northward; during the ebb phase the flow is southward.
The computed tidal elevations are presented in Figure 5.7 and 5.8. As expected, the water
elevations harmonically oscillate around a mean water level (2.6m) and with a period of
about half a day.
Hence, the spreading of the wastefield is expected northward. From the environmental
point view, the important velocities value should be positive aspect for the breaking up of
the brine mass and the maximization of the mixing.
However, one notices that such a hydrodynamic profile, characterized by this
unidirectional pattern, looks apparently unreasonable. It is probably due to the poor
precision in the set up of the boundary conditions. A validation of the hydrodynamics of
the domain would require measured data -that were unavailable-, and further study.
Nonetheless, in first approximation, the present study can rely on these computations 
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5.3.3 Dispersion at the vicinity of the discharge and time variations
The time series of salinity at the checkpoints located in the vicinities of the outfall are
presented in Figures 5.11, 5.12. Figure 5.13 is a representation of the evolution of the
salinity level as a function of the distance traveled starting from the diffused source (near
field), once the wastefield is established. It also shows how the dilution process takes
place in the beginning of the far field. First we can see that, right after the near field, the
dilution of the brine occurs towards the north side of the discharge. The dilution rate is
very high; it moves from 35.5 (psu) at the end of the initial mixing zone to 34.0 at sea
bottom only 100 m away from the source, and 32 only 200m away from the source. If we
move again about hundred meters away, the salinity drops even more to a value of only
1.5psu (at sea bottom) above the ambient seawater salinity. In vertical direction, it can also
be observed that the brine discharge falls down and gradually involves only the lowest
part of the water column. In terms of time variations, the salinity level fluctuates, with an
amplitude that does not exceed 0.2 psu around a mean value, with a half-day period in
accordance with the tidal cycles.
The mixing at the vicinity of the discharge appears to be driven mainly by the tidal
currents that impose a spreading of the wastefield towards the north, and by the negative
buoyancy of the brine that continues falling towards the sea bottom.
5.3.4 Horizontal distribution
The horizontal distribution profiles of the salinity level at sea bottom, intermediate level
and sea surface are shown in Figures 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20. 
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We can observe how the mass of water formed by the brine in dilution is distributed
practically from South to North, also towards the coast. The area of salinity level above
32psu is limited to less than 500m meter northward the source. The level of salinity
elsewhere, and particularly along the coast, does not exceed 31psu (i.e. only 1psu above
seawater salinity). On the west side the shape of the “31psu-contour” line clearly follows
the steepest topographic line (see bathymetry map). Such a shape may reflect a spreading
process driven by negative buoyancy effects. In fact, the brine falls along the steepest
slope of the seabed. On one hand, this line of deep-water participates in the breaking up
and the dilution of the brine mass (negative buoyancy effect). On the hand, this line of
deep-water can also trap the brine in dilution and prevent it from expanding further toward
the west. In other words, negatively buoyant effects can oppose the hydrodynamic effects
that help the dilution (currents). The results in Figure 5.17 that represents the salinity level
at two deep-water locations (O4, O5), shows rather high salinity levels (33.7 and 31.3)
despite their distance from the source. It confirms the interpretation of the trapping of the
brine in deep location due to negative buoyancy.
Another finding of the analysis of horizontal distribution of salinity level regards the way
the dilution starts to reach the water surface. By comparison of the horizontal distribution
profiles, a northward shift of the “31psu contour” line can be observed as we move from
sea bottom, to intermediate level, to sea surface. This spatial delay can be explained by the
joint effect of advection-diffusion and tidal currents. 
Moreover, in the horizontal distribution profiles at intermediate level (Fig. 5.19), a small
area of higher salinity (31.5) can be observed. The comparison of the profiles shows that
this area is relatively far from the discharge point. This is possibly due to vertical
hydrodynamic effects in the area.
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Finally, Figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17 presents the time variations of salinity at open sea and the
coastal area (C1, C2, O1, O2, O3 and O6). The salinity levels remain in accordance with
the above analysis. As far as time variations are concerned, it can be observed that for
positions out of the spreading zone of the wastefield (delimited by. the “31psu contour”
line), i.e. C1, O1, O2, O3, O6, the variations of salinity level are low. However, inside the
zone, the amplitude of the salinity fluctuations reaches 0.4psu.
5.3.5 Environmental aspects
Ocean discharge regulations do not specifically identify the salinity level of the brine as a
pollutant. However, extremely high salinities (twice sea ambient salinity) can significantly
impact the benthic environment if exposed for extended time periods; and the influence of
high salinities is already sensitive from lower levels. Actually, it appears that a benthic
environment could tolerate a salinity perturbation of +/- 1 psu from the ambient seawater
salinity. Note that, for any given site the specific ecosystem and the consequences of an
elevated salinity must be evaluated by on-site studies. 
Nonetheless, in first approximation, this study shows that besides a certain vicinity of the
outfall that extends 500m northward, the brine discharge does not raise the salinity above
1psu (above the ambient seawater). Moreover, given that this study considers really
critical conditions such as low initial mixing, no fresh water run-offs and the raise of
salinity should be even lower. Consequently, the brine discharges from the desalination
plant at this location of the Singapore coastal area should not influence the benthic life.
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5.3.6 Effect of assumptions
Some approximations and assumptions have been adopted for the study. It could be
interesting to analyze their effects on the results. Note that the general limitations of the
model are discussed in Chapter 6. Three important approximations of the study are
examined: the tidal simplifications, the near field approximation and the sea and weather
conditions.
The choice of critical sea and weather conditions (i.e. absence of wind and no wave-
current interaction) had the purpose of studying one of the worst-case scenarios,
environmentally speaking. The results (e.g. Figure 5.13) clearly show the brine trapping
effect in deep location due to negative buoyancy. Wind and wave-current interaction
would input stronger hydrodynamic effects that would make difficult the observation of
the falling of the brine along the seabed slope.
As far as the near field approximation is concerned, a better modelling of the sea outfall,
through a finer grid system in the discharge area, would probably produce a less regular
shape of the “35psu contour” and other contours (but closer to real situation). In addition,
one has to note that the definition of the diffused brine source (near field approximation)
would not be compatible with significant wave and wind interactions.
The main effect of the tidal approximations may have been the reduction of noise on
results such as computed tidal elevations and salinity level. Therefore, the influence of the
main tidal components in the patterns of these results can be clearly observed.
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Note: Because of the significant amount of Figures in Section “5.3 Results and
Discussion”, and in order to keep the reading comfortable, all the Figures are presented in
end of Section.
Figure 5.6 Locations of checkpoints for hydrodynamic analysis and brine dispersion analysis
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Figure 5.7 – Computed tidal elevation at location V1 (left) and V2 (right)
Figure 5.8 - Computed tidal elevation at location V3
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Figure 5.9 - Circulation patterns for depth-averaged velocities – ebb condition
Figure 5.10 - Circulation patterns for depth-averaged velocities – flood condition
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Figure 5.11 – Salinity level at sea bottom right next to the discharge, northward (left) and southward
(right)
Figure 5.12 - Salinity level 100m away from discharge northward (left) and southward (right)
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Figure 5.13 - Representation of the vertical profile of salinity level at the vicinity of the discharge
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Figure 5.14 –Time variations of salinity level at sea bottom, in coastal area: C1 (left) and C2 (right)
Figure 5.15 - Time variations of salinity level at sea bottom, in open sea area: O1 (left) and O2 (right)
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Figure 5.16 - Time variations of salinity level at sea bottom, in open sea area: O3 (left) and O6 (right)
Figure 5.17 - Time variations of salinity level at sea bottom, in open sea area: O4 (left) and O5 (right)
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Figure 5.18 - Time variations of salinity level at sea bottom, in open sea area: O7 (left) and O8 (right)
Figure 5.19 – Horizontal distribution of salinity level at sea bottom. (psu)
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Figure 5.20 - Horizontal distribution of salinity level at intermediate level
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Figure 5.21 - Horizontal distribution of salinity level at sea surface
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Chapter 6  Conclusion
This chapter first presents a summary of the research findings. It is followed by the
limitations of these contributions and possible future research perspectives.
6.1 Summary of research contributions
Given the complexity of the hydrodynamic stage of the Singapore Straits area, any kind of
coastal studies such as water quality models, should rely on a full three-dimensional
hydrodynamic model. Based on the state of the art of the COHERENS model, a full three-
dimensional hydrodynamic model has been developed and set up for Singapore’s coastal
waters. The simulation of tides and tidal currents has led to its validations. The numerical
instabilities have been overcome, and the level of accuracy of model has been proven to
be competitive. Therefore, the application of our model to the simulation of coastal
processes such as biological processes, pollution dispersion or ecosystems representation
should provide reasonably accurate results.
A three-dimensional model for tidal-modulated dispersion of brine waste discharged from
a coastal desalination plant in Singapore’s coastal waters has also been performed. 
Despite the significant shortage of data, the study has shown:
• The ability of this three-dimensional model to simulate dispersion processes of
negatively buoyant plume in the far field reasonably accurate.
• The compliance, in the first approximation, to environmental recommendations of a
brine discharge from a desalination plant at Tuas View, Singapore.
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6.2 Limitations and future research
The main limitations of this study are connected to the shortage of available data. There
are basically three types of data that would have been needed for more accurate results.
• Bathymetric data: the complexity of the seabed topography of the considered area,
the numerous island networks, the irregularity of the coastline shape have influenced
significantly the modeling of hydrodynamic processes. In order to cope with
phenomena such as full or partial reflections, nearness of basin lengths or shelf widths
to resonance, future research should rely on even more precise bathymetric data.
• Open Boundary Conditions: the open boundary conditions (OBC) turn out to be the
only external forcing in this study. Therefore, the hydrodynamic results are
tremendously dependent on the OBC settings. Achieving it correctly would require
knowledge to prescribe the tidal conditions at each point of the boundary. The
absolutely precise setting may be impossible. The interpolation technique in the large-
scale model or the harmonic method in the local model, as remedies seem to be
insufficient. Future research should thus focus on remedies that reduce the influence of
incorrect forcing, on the computations for the internal domain. The implementation of
flow relaxation schemes, mentioned in section 2.2.4.1, should be an efficient solution.
• Meteorological data: the effect of winds and rains may be significant, particularly
for the simulation of brine dispersion.
Generally speaking, the problems with the simulation accuracy can be explained by the
insufficient abilities of models to simulate several non-linear mechanisms that cause
modulation and distortion in the results (more details can be found in Parker et al., 1999).
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A. Mathematical representation: general form of a scalar advection-
diffusion equation
As mentioned, there is less consensus on the basic equations describing the water quality
model -especially for the biological part- than the physical model which is precisely
powered by the Navier Stokes equations. Similarly to the temperature and salinity
equations in the physical model, the biological and contamination processes can be
represented using scalar transport equations of advection-diffusion type. The transport
equation has been widely implemented, and its general form for a quantity ψ  can be
written as follows (Luyten et al., 1999):
( ) ( ) ( )ψψψ SPDDAAAI hvsvh −=−−+++ (2.11)
where ψ  may represent temperature, salinity, turbulence variables, biological state
variables, sediment or contaminant concentrations.
The meaning of the different operators is explained below.
I  is the time derivative operator defined by :




hA  is the horizontal derivative operator given by :









vA  is the vertical advection operator defined by :









∂= ψψ ψ (2.15)
where ψsw  is a non-physical sinking (or swimming) rate specific for the quantity ψ . The
value is negative (positive) in the case of sinking (swimming).













ψλT  is the vertical diffusion coefficient appropriate for the quantity ψ . The
definition is similar to the diffusion in the physical model.  



















where ψλH   is the (uniform) horizontal diffusion coefficient for the quantity ψ .
( ) ( )ψψ SP , represent respectively all other positive source terms and all other negative




B. Tidal prediction model: Harmonic method and hydrodynamic
considerations
“Tidal prediction is probably the oldest form of coastal ocean prediction, and certainly the
most accurate” (Parker et al., 1999).  Scientists and seamen have been aware of the
correlation between the tide and the changing phases of the moon for centuries. Basically,
there are traditional methods that were developed and sophisticated during the 19th century
(Kelvin L. and Darwin G) and other methods including hydrodynamic considerations
(Parker et al., 1999). Three-dimensional tidal modelling is part of the latter one.
B.1 Traditional full harmonic methods
They are only based on the knowledge of the astronomical frequencies. The tide-
generating force varies with time according to the changing relative positions of the earth,
moon, and sun, as the earth rotates, the earth revolves around the sun, and the moon
revolves around the earth. In addition, distances between the moon and earth and between
the earth and sun vary with time. Moreover, Orbital planes are at angles relative to the
earth’s equatorial plane and these angles also vary with time. All these motions modulate
the tidal forces, so that the tidal energy is distributed into many frequencies. For more
details see Doodson (1921), Cartwright and Eden (1973) and Pugh (1987). The following
tables show the fundamental periods in the motions of the earth, moon and sun and the
key tidal constituents (Parker et al., 1999). 
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Practically, in the harmonic method the tide is represented by a sum of various tidal
constituents. The height of the tide at any time is represented by a formula such as
(Schureman, 1958): 
])(cos[ 00 κ−++∑+= uVatfHHh (2.10)
where
=h height of the tide at any time t
=0H mean height of water level above datum used for prediction
=H mean amplitude of any constituents A
=f node factor
=a speed of constituent A
=t time, reckoned from some initial epoch
=+ )( 0 uV value of equilibrium argument of constituent A at t=0
=κ epoch (phase) of constituent A
To resolve these tidal constituents, data time series as long as possible is required (e.g. 15
days to resolve M2, but 29 days for N2).  The harmonic analysis was traditionally
performed with a least square solution technique (Foreman, 1978), or Fourier analysis
solution technique (Schureman, 1958). 
Nevertheless, to accurately predict the tide height and the tidal currents, hydrodynamic
effects must be considered. 
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B.2 Limitations: hydrodynamic considerations
Traditional tide and tidal currents predictions are affected in shallow-water area such as
bays, estuaries. The problems in the prediction accuracy can be explained by
hydrodynamics. In this part, we briefly review these considerations. In terms of harmonic
analysis and prediction, although most of the tidal frequencies are still due to astronomical
relations, amplitudes and phases variations result from hydrodynamics. Phenomena such
as full or partial reflections of the very long tidal waves, discharges, storm surges,
nearness of basin lengths or shelf widths to resonance for particular tidal frequencies,
continuity effects, frictional damping and advective\inertial effects all affect the tide and
tidal currents. In addition, in shallow-water areas, several non linear mechanisms cause a
modulation and distortion of the tide that lead to the transfer of tidal energy to other
frequencies, which are represented by new tidal constituents called overtides and
compound tides. More details are given in Parker et al. (1999). For some effects like
overtides and compound tides, theoretical and physical explanations have been proposed
and have derived correction techniques (e.g. Parker, 1991). But, for phenomena like wind,
storm surges, river discharge, no matter how good the harmonic constants are, the
statistical methods have failed. In some cases, real-time water level and current
information that are provided to the maritime community are more helpful. Another mean
is three-dimensional tidal model that is able to reproduce the propagation wave from
ocean to shelf, and quite accurately reproduce the observed tidal data (e.g. Xing and
Davies 1996).
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B.3 Tidal Constituents Table: Example
